Polymorphic virus deformation characteristics in the application of encryption
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ABSTRACT: In recent years, the software development industry have developed rapidly with the development of software and hardware technology and the rapid expansion of the number of users. At the same time, the software encryption technology and the technique of reverse analysis also gradually narrowed, the fight for the sake of illegally obtaining the right to use the software and a better user experience. Software is illegal to shorten the running period, in this paper, the author will ensure software are proposed according to the deformation characteristics of polymorphic decryption module of the randomness of encryption technology, reverse engineer, reverse crack technology to increase the difficulty and time cost, better protection software property rights, maintain the normal operation of the software cycle.

Introduction

Software encryption and reverse crack is a confrontational technology, many developers because of the lack of understanding of decryption, causing them to spend a lot of manpower and final design out the protection of vulnerable, therefore, the industry developed some professional protection program (also known as shell), [1] Such as UPX, ASPack, PECompact compression shell and ASProtect, Armadillo, pangolin scales, EXECryptor, Themida encryption shell, of course, powerful VMProtect virtual machine protection technology, however, even if is encrypted, the tracking code, CRC check, use Blowfish, Twofish, TEA and other powerful encryption algorithm ASProtect encryption shell, reverse engineer use OllyDbg this powerful dynamic debugger combines LoadPE reconstruction to the powerful features of the input table can find the OEP, ASProtect shell off; Use OllyDbg dynamic debugging function according to the principle of balance of stack, thus find the OEP removal program UPX,[2] PECompact compression shell; Due to the protective mechanism of VMProtect virtual machine protection technology is the original X86 assembly made according to the program defined by a set of instruction system is explained by the corresponding bytes into PE executable file pattern, and delete the original X86 assembly instruction, finally in program execution is interpreted by a virtual machine when starting, but often a assembly instruction after processing to the corresponding bytecode VM can expand several times or even one hundred times, this will seriously affect the efficiency of the execution of the program, combined with VMProtect virtual machine protection technology of high technical threshold so that its failure to widely used; the program were randomly selected in each run different decryption decryption module that has been encrypted code execution,[3] bitlocker can increase the types of decryption module to add reverse crackers reverse analysis of the amount of time cost and increase the complexity of the decryption modules to enhance difficulty so as to better protect software reverse analysis.
The Deformation Principle Of Metamorphic Viruses

Deformation technology originated in the encryption technology, the early of the virus to evade antivirus software to virus signature scanning, main body of the virus body by traditional encryption technology encryption protection, when the virus is triggered, the virus first execute and perform the decryption decryption module to virus subject, but this kind of virus in the encryption protection technology has fixed the decryption module, which makes the antivirus software can be based on the characteristics of decryption module testing of killing, in the process of deformation in order to overcome the traditional encryption technology (decryption module characteristic testing), polymorphic transformation technique is widely used, in order to make the decryption module after each virus infection presents different structure forms, Polymorphic deformation technology USES engine to deformation protection of decryption module, in does not affect the code execution logic function, under the condition of deformation engines often by changing the instruction execution order, equivalent instructions to replace, the development of instruction, and compression and random insertion technique such as garbage instructions and flowers to deformation protection of decryption module code, deformation of engine model is shown in figure 1.

Fig. 1. deformation of engine model

as shown in figure 2, to a greater degree of changing the structure of the decryption module configuration, deformation engine decryption module can be broken down into different specifications of a code block, then these small code layout to PE alignment block in the blank area, at the same time, by inserting a large number of JMP instruction to maintain its execution logic, to ensure that the results of execution; PE file alignment blocks of empty area:
Polymorphic Deformation Characteristics In The Application Of Encryption Scheme

Using the deformation of metamorphic engine principle of software encryption to protect the key code in the process of the adjustment of the instruction execution order, instructions of compression, [6] the development of instruction, and equivalent substitution as well as add garbage processing instructions and flowers such as deformation, make through deformation processing module can hardly be reverse engineer the debug analysis, using the deformation principle of virus, the author will put forward a new kind of concrete implementation plan, as shown in figure 3.

![Fig.2 Decryption module configuration](image)

![Fig.3 Concrete implementation plan](image)

As shown in figure 3, the program will first perform a random function, according to the generated random number and decryption module address to find the relation between the corresponding decryption module address, [7] And then execute the corresponding decryption module of a program has encryption module (program validation process) decryption, access to verify whether the user has a procedure or function access, etc., but it and general encryption program did not have any distinction, according to the binary code in the disassemble of assembler, whether API function provided by the system itself, or user defined function is through the EAX storage function return values, So only need to reverse engineer in OllyDbg or IDA debugging tools such as modified by means of Patch EAX as a fixed value, random function returns a value to a constant value, the program can only perform a fixed way of decryption, and of other ways to decrypt, it doesn't make any sense, however, use of metamorphic engine technology to generate random Numbers and random decryption module in the program address block of code that are not
protected, because after deformation engine with a block of code will present a completely
different morphological structure, each has the characteristics of not debugging, the distortion after
engine deformation processing, assurance procedures generate random Numbers and random secret
module address block of code that effective, Each time the program execution method is also
adopted by the completely random, so the software reverse engineer to reverse crack, must be on
each and find a way to decrypt the reverse analysis method of crack, the application of encryption
protector if you want to increase the difficulty of reverse engineer the reverse crack, on the one
hand, can increase the difficulty that the decryption module algorithm, on the other hand can
increase the number of decryption module,[8] different from the traditional way of application
protection, can only use one way to decrypt has encryption module, the use of the way a virus
deformation engine protection will ensure applications have multiple protection methods at the
same time, at the same time, this kind of protection way can expand sex is very strong, so no matter
how much each way of decryption decryption module is simple, when the number of decryption
module reaches a certain extent, to reverse engineer the reverse break the amount of time the price
is hard to imagine, unless the application has enough value.

**New Type Of Decryption Module**

Here the author will put forward a kind of new way called overlay decryption, as shown in
figure 4

![Diagram of overlay decryption](image)

**Fig. 4 A new way called overlay decryption**

Different from the traditional way of decryption decryption module only has encryption to
protect the code for a decryption can get final clear code, as shown in figure 4, the author put
forward the decryption mode for the same memory address has encryption to protect any
instructions to the declassification of more than one can obtain the final executable proclaimed in
writing code, using the overlay decryption method of decryption encryption module, want to
reverse engineer the reverse crack must clear the reverse out each layer encryption keys to find the
corresponding public key, but it is far from enough, as a result of what use is to the same memory
address instructions covering decryption model, so the reverse engineer must also consider each
layer is brought about by the knock-on effect when the Patch, Consider this cover type when
decryption decryption module layer reaches a certain magnitude, its theory is not to crack, then the
author through an experiment using quadratic decryption program interpretation overlay decryption
technology, laboratory application binary disassembly code as shown below:
Fig. 5

You can see in the virtual address of 00401299 and 0040129 e, there are two CALL (function CALL, the called function virtual address 0040130 f and 00401011, respectively), follow up 0040103 f function as shown in the following address:

Fig. 6

From the program execution logic can precipitate the the function is virtual address to a virtual address 00401000 to 00401218 block of code that contains (00401011 to 00401024) and 0 x5a exclusive or operation in bytes (for the first layer decryption operation), then follow up 00401011 address of a subroutine is as follows:

Fig. 7

In OllyDbg dynamic tracing which function is the function of virtual address found 00401011 to 00401024 on the second floor,[8] when finish the second decryption, we will find that in 00401011 to 0040101 d virtual address in the address block a MessageBox API function, as shown

Fig. 8

Throughout the execution logic program analysis, it has twice to the same address of the instruction in the decryption to expose the final clear code, Cracker to reverse analysis of this kind of program we must reverse the decryption algorithm of each layer, at the same time also need to consider to modify the upper decryption code to decrypt the lower the knock-on effect, when the declassified layer reaches a certain number, its theory is not to reverse crack, even if you can reverse cracked and a Cracker with the amount of time the price also will be immeasurable.

Summary

using polymorphic, the deformation principle of encryption protection in the process of the program to introduce deformation engines to program the key code to protect, engine will use
random each deformation in this paper the deformation technique to protect key code are deformation, that is to say, this code is encrypted protector can determine, used only in the implementation process of program execution to determine, in this kind of protection mode of application, can block any static including IDA debugger, but because of the irregularity and randomness of deformation module, [9]Cracker even use OllyDbg the powerful dynamic tracing debugger didn't help either, which makes Cracker can't be broken on the reverse analysis, in order to the introduction of the deformation of the engine is not too much influence the execution of the program efficiency, the author puts forward the protection of the scheme is not directly using the deformation of the engine, deformation and protect the decryption module, but for generating random Numbers and random decryption code address block of code that are not protected, secondly, the author proposed protection scheme can expand sex is very strong, as long as the deformation of the deformation engines absolutely effective protection, can guarantee to produce random decryption address is random, so encryption, decryption protector can increase according to the requirements of their own number of decryption algorithm module, when the decryption module decryption algorithm is big enough, this can't be cracked in theory, of course, this way of protection is a program for software security space utilization coefficient, but today's computer hardware performance can meet the requirements of software encryption protector.
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